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Make sure you are regularly checking our new Museum From Home webpage
for lots more activities. We are adding new things all the time!
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MAKE YOUR
OWN MOSAIC

The Roman army were strong and disciplined.
This was one of the reasons Rome was so
powerful and successful. Can you find out about
being a Roman Soldier using any books you have
at home or by using the internet? (ask an adult for
help!) What did they do to train? And what did
they wear to protect themselves? Write a letter as
if you were a Roman Soldier to your family back
home. What adventures have you had?
Investigate the Vindolanda tablets for some
inspiration!

The Middleborough Mosaic is currently on
display in our museum. It was made by master
craftsmen in the middle of the 2nd century AD,
for a roman villa. Mosaics are beautiful pictures
or patterns made of small flat cubes called
tesserae.
Why not try and make your own, using paper
squares. No coloured paper?
Cut squares from magazines or paint different
colours on
paper and cut
out squares
or rectangles
when the
paint
is dry. Once
you have
enough, stick
them onto
some paper or
card to create
your design.
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LET US SEE YOUR
CREATIONS!
Share your pictures to our Colchester
Museums Facebook or Twitter pages.

LIFE AS A
ROMAN SOLDIER
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When 1p and 2p coins start to look old
turning either dark green or brown, it’s
because the copper metal is reacting with
the oxygen in the air, to form a layer of
copper oxide. With this experiment let’s
find the best solution to turn back time!

Can you make your paper look old using some
tea? Leave a tea bag in a cup of boiling water for a
while (but don’t add milk!) and leave it until the
water is cool enough to touch (ask an adult for
help!). Place a sheet of paper on a baking tray and
wipe the teabag on the paper until it turns brown.
Leave to dry. Once dry its ready to write on!
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CLEANING
COINS

CAESARS CYPHER A SIMPLE ENCRYPTION METHOD

Caesars Cypher is a substitution cipher in which each letter is substituted with another
letter 3 spaces along. Example the letter A would become D and B would become E.

You will need several old 1p or 2p coins.
Place each coin on a piece of kitchen roll
and cover the coin with the following
different solutions - vinegar, lemon juice,
cola or a different type of fizzy drink?
How about trying ketchup? Create a
table to write down your findings, mark
them out of 5 for effectiveness.

CAN YOU
DECIPHER
THIS SMALL
MESSAGE?

A B C D E F G H I J K L MN O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
D E F G H I J K L MN O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C
Can you make your own message? See if you can get someone in your household to solve it?

TEFZE CXJLRP
OLJXK PRCCBOBA
COLJ EXVCBSBO?
GRIFRP
PKBBWBO!
Well done if you managed it!

